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ABSTRACT The inflexible management and operation of today’s wireless access networks cannot meet the
increasingly growing specific requirements, such as high mobility and throughput, service differentiation,
and high-level programmability. In this paper, we put forward a novel multipath-transmission supported
software-defined wireless network architecture (MP-SDWN), with the aim of achieving seamless handover,
throughput enhancement, and flow-level wireless transmission control as well as programmable interfaces.
In particular, this research addresses the following issues: 1) for high mobility and throughput, multi-
connection virtual access point is proposed to enable multiple transmission paths simultaneously over a set of
access points for users and 2) wireless flow transmission rules and programmable interfaces are implemented
into mac80211 subsystem to enable service differentiation and flow-level wireless transmission control.
Moreover, the efficiency and flexibility of MP-SDWN are demonstrated in the performance evaluations
conducted on a 802.11 based-testbed, and the experimental results show that compared to regular WiFi, our
proposed MP-SDWN architecture achieves seamless handover and multifold throughput improvement, and
supports flow-level wireless transmission control for different applications.

INDEX TERMS Software-defined networking, network function virtualization, multipath transmission,
handover, virtual access point.

I. INTRODUCTION
The exponential growth of wireless data services towards
the fifth generation (5G) has triggered the huge number
of low power nodes such as WiFi and small cells [1],
widely deployed in enterprise and other public places to
provide ubiquitous access for mobile users with simultaneous
active connections to more than one base station or access
point [2], [3], which is explored to support high throughput
and seamless mobility in 5G networks.

Contrasting to the increasing new requirements from users
for WiFi networks, e.g., mobility, high bandwidth and cus-
tomized service support, the management and operation of
today’s local wireless access networks is often very inflexible,
and ignores the specific demands from numerous applica-
tions. Moreover, WiFi and other wireless access networks
are often deployed in their own infrastructures and orga-
nized uncoordinated, neighboring access points cannot be

leveraged to reduce transmission delays and improve user
mobility, not to mention exploiting the power of multiple
access points to improve network throughput.

Based on the concept of virtualization
technology [17], [18], the provisioning ofmultiple virtualized
interfaces on mobile device utilized to improve throughput
on mobile device. Link layer virtualization of mobile device,
such as VirtualWiFi [4], FatVAP [5] and Juggler [6], leverage
the virtualized technology to simultaneously associate with
multiple access points and schedule multiple channels over
them, to aggregate data transmission at the user. Unfortu-
nately, they perform poorly due to mobility nature and actual
high cost of access point re-connection in a mobile environ-
ment. In WiSwitcher [7] and Spider [8], the wireless driver
is modified to employ MAC layer virtualization to create
multiple virtual network interfaces on users, and connections
to each access point on a single channel are maintained
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and scheduled between the channels based on their history
records. However, the wireless device driver or protocol stack
has to be modified to provide virtualized interfaces at link
or mac layer, which makes it hard to be implemented on
commodity mobile devices.

Multipath technologies are emerging as a new trend in
networking of future Internet and 5G [9]. The multipath
transport protocols (MPTCP) was proposed by IETF [10],
to support concurrent transmissions. MPTCP supervises two
or more standard TCP sessions, which makes it possible to
use multiple paths for data transmission under the same TCP
connection to support smooth handover between heteroge-
neous networks. However, MPTCP works on the prerequisite
that at least one of two devices has multiple logical inter-
faces, and it can’t guarantee high transmission rate when the
difference of characteristics (such as bandwidth and RTT)
between the two interfaces (e.g., 3G or 4G, and WLAN) is
large in real world [11] and underperform for short flows [12].
Moreover, in some network conditions, a single path may
have better performance than multiple paths. Consequently,
Nam et al. [13] proposed to dynamically add or remove
MPTCP paths based on SDN, according to the available
capacity of connected paths.

Software-defined network (SDN) [14]–[16] is an inter-
esting innovative paradigm for programmable network by
decoupling the control plane and data plane of networks. This
dramatically simplifies network control and enables innova-
tion and evolution by abstracting the control functions of the
network into a logically centralized control plane. Moreover,
the concept of network function virtualization (NFV) [17],
[18] effectively separates the abstraction of functionalities
from the network hardware and substrate. By extending SDN
to mobile and wireless networks, it leads to a new trend,
i.e, software-defined wireless network (SDWN). With the
functionality abstraction from hardware and the logically cen-
tralized control, SDWN can address the challenges of wire-
less network, and improve the efficiency on multiple wireless
access networks. Recently, the SDWN concept is realized in
wireless access networks and cellular networks through dif-
ferent approaches [19]- [30]. To separate the network service
from the underlying physical infrastructure and allow rapid
innovation of WLAN services, several architectures have
been proposed, such as OpenRoads [19], OpenRadio [20],
OpenRF [21], CloudMac [22], and Odin [23], which provide
seamless mobility and good scalability.

In this paper, we propose a novel multipath-transmission
supported Software-Defined Wireless Network architec-
ture (MP-SDWN)1 for WLAN systems. Multiple physical
access points are utilized to provide multiple transmission
paths for single mobile user to improve the network perfor-
mance on mobile device. We present the details of system
architecture and design, and give the typical use cases with
MP-SDWN. Moreover, we extend Odin to implement
MP-SDWN architecture, and evaluate our system on a real

1github.com/FNRC/MP-SDWN

testbed. The experimental results show that compared to
regular WiFi, MP-SDWN achieves seamless handover and
several fold throughput improvement, especially in the case
of insufficient bandwidth allowed on a single AP, and sup-
ports differentiated wireless transmission control at flow-
level for different applications from the same user. We make
contributions in the following three aspects.

• Firstly, a unified and extended SDN and NFV
abstraction, namely, multi-connection virtual access
point (MVAP), is put forward to simplify the com-
plexity of IEEE 802.11 protocol stack and to move
the operation of protocol stack into application layer,
and facilitate easy handling and migration of per-user
state cross different physical access points. Differ-
ent from the existed virtual access point abstraction,
MVAP maintains a same virtual access point for each
user on a set of adjacent physical access points simul-
taneously, to support multiple connections over the set
of physical access points when user migrates or stays in
the wireless signal overlap area. Moreover, MVAP adds
a collaborative hierarchical flow table distributed on all
access points for each user, to forward flows from the
user in parallel to improve user’s throughput.

• Secondly, a wireless flow transmission rule
table (WFTR) is introduced intomac80211 subsystem to
achieve wireless transmission control at flow-level, sim-
ilar to the packet forwarding control in wired network,
which allows administrators to differentiate flow pri-
orities of diverse applications. WFTR contains control
parameters including transmission power, transmission
rate and priorities. By use of WFTR, MP-SDWN can
provide flow-level QoS control to satisfy the needs from
various applications.

• Thirdly, an admin proxy is devised which allows ISPs to
share the network control, e.g., load balancing, QoS pol-
icy, troubleshooting. Moreover, the interface supports
injecting customized routing or scheduling algorithm
into core module to simulate the effect. We set three typ-
ical applications on top of MP-SDWN including load
balancing, wireless transmission control and energy
efficiency.

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows.
Section II presents a literature review. Section III puts forward
a novel multipath-transmission supported Software-Defined
Wireless Network architecture and presents architecture and
mechanism of MP-SDWN. Section IV presents the detailed
implementation of MP-SDWN. Section V discusses typi-
cal use cases and network services based on MP-SDWN.
Section VI evaluates the performance of MP-SDWN by con-
ducting a number of typical WiFi application experiments on
our testbed. Section VII draws conclusions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The key concept of SDN and NFV is to separate the net-
work service from the underlying physical infrastructure
and allow rapid innovation of wireless network services.
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This is very important in the context of 5G wireless technolo-
gies. Software-defined wireless network (SDWN) concept
has been studied as follows.

OpenRoads [19] is the first work to move the wireless net-
work forward on a path to greater openness. It uses OpenFlow
to separate control from the data path through an open API,
and FlowVisor to create network slices and ensure isolation
among them. The prototype of OpenRoads was deployed
as a backward compatible wireless network infrastructure
for WiMAX service on campus. OpenRadio [20] proposes a
programmable wireless data plane to provide modular pro-
gramming capability for the entire wireless stack, while
utilizing multi-core DSP architecture to achieve NFV.
OpenRadio introduces a software abstraction layer to decou-
ple wireless protocol definition from the hardware, and
exposes a modular and declarative interface to program wire-
less protocols. OpenRF [21] is a software defined cross-
layer architecture for managing MIMO signal processing
with commodity Wi-Fi cards. OpenRF adopts the SDN idea
and enables access points to control MIMO signal process-
ing at physical layer, such as interference nulling, coherent
beam forming and interference alignment. Through convert-
ing high-level QoS requirements of downlink flows to low-
level physical layer techniques, OpenRF controller makes
cross-layer decision to guarantee the transmission rate and
control the interference across access points.

CloudMAC [22] is a network architecture that is aimed
at having a programmable MAC layer without resorting
to software radios. CloudMAC is a distributed architec-
ture, which consists of virtual access points, wireless ter-
mination points and an OpenFlow switch. Furthermore, the
802.11WLANMAC processing is partially performed in vir-
tualmachines connected by anOpenFlow controlled network.
Odin [23] is an SDN framework that is proposed to simplify
the implementation of high level enterprise WLAN services,
by introducing light virtual access point (LVAP), which is
similar to the virtual access points used in CloudMAC. The
decision module in Odin is an application on top of the
OpenFlow controller, and a TCP connection is used between
the agent and the controller to invoke commands on the agents
and collect statistics from them. OpenSDWN leverages and
extends the LVAP abstraction of Odin [24] to a set of pro-
gramming abstractions to model the operational functions
of a wireless network, namely state management, resource
provisioning, network monitoring, and network reconfigu-
ration. OpenTDMF [25] introduces TDMA to control all
the stations for channel access. Similar to SDN, it adopts
centralized coordination to solve channel selection and time
synchronization problems.

To sum up, these SDWN solutions mainly focus on
abstracting the underlying wireless physical technologies and
moving as much intelligence as possible to the center of the
network. However, the additional processing tasks required of
the powerless access point devices and centralized controller
of SDN might slow down the response to PHY or MAC layer
incidents and increase the packet delay [27].

SDN and NFV are also introduced for implementation
of the programmable 5G networks [28]. SoftRAN [26]
redesigns the control plane functionalities cooperatively
between the controller and the radio elements by intro-
ducing a virtual big-base station, to achieve the tradeoff
between the optimal centralized control and the sensitive
transimission delay. OpenRAN [29] is a software defined
radio access network including wireless spectrum resource
pool, cloud resource pool and a SDN controller. CellSDN
and Softcell [30] study the software-defined core network
in the LTE network. CellSDN deploys a network oper-
ating system to abstract the control functions from both
accessing and forwarding devices. SoftCell is the follow-
up research of CellSDN, which simplifies the operation of
cellular networks and supports high-level service policies
to direct traffic through sequences of middleboxes. In [31],
multi-dimensional resources integration (MDRI) for service
provisioning in cloud radio over fiber network (C-RoFN)
was studied, and a resources integrated provisioning scheme
using an auxiliary graph was introduced. In [32], an effi-
cient cooperative scheme, namely, partial-sequence cooper-
ative communication (PS-CC) scheme was proposed for the
DCSK-CC system. In [33], multi-stratum resource optimiza-
tion (MSRO) for C-RoFN was proposed to globally optimize
radio frequency, optical spectrum, and baseband unit (BBU)
processing resources effectively to maximize radio coverage
and meet the QoS requirement.

III. MP-SDWN
Based on SDN and NFV, our proposed MP-SDWN is con-
structed on the open-source network devices. In this section,
we give an overview of the MP-SDWN architecture, and
discuss the network functions enabled by MP-SDWN.

A. MP-SDWN ARCHITECTURE
As shown in Fig. 1, our proposed MP-SDWN comprises a
logically centralized Controller and distributed AP Daemons
that reside on physical AP devices for virtualizing and pro-
gramming the wireless components. The Controller and the
APDaemons are connected through OpenFlow switches. The
entities are described as follows.

1) CONTROLLER
As an SDN controller, the Controller enables applications to
orchestrate the underlying physical wireless network entities.
The Controller provides a set of interfaces (the northbound
interface) to the applications and translates their requests
into a set of commands (the southbound interface) to the
network executing devices. It maintains a view of the network
components including users, access points, applications and
OpenFlow switches, and performs the centralized functions
including user authentication; creating, migrating and releas-
ing of MVAP (multi-connection virtual access point, which
forms the same virtual access point over different physical
access points.) for per-user; user and network-slice man-
agement; network performance monitoring and resources
scheduling; etc.
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FIGURE 1. System architecture of the proposed MP-SDWN.

2) AP DAEMON
An AP Daemon runs on the physical access points, and
executes the command from the Controller to orchestrate
the wireless network, measures and reports the MVAP per-
formance of users on access points. Firstly, it takes over
the WiFi devices and virtualizes high-level wireless func-
tions of 802.11 MAC protocol for different network slices.
Secondly, it maintains MVAP and wireless flow transmis-
sion rules (WFTR) for each user, dispatching and forward-
ing his/her traffic flow according to flow-tables in MVAP,
and differentiating flow priorities among diverse applications
according to the rules in WFTR. Thirdly, as the status of
user changes frequently, it sniffers the wireless frames in
real time for monitoring the performance of MVAPs, to sup-
port a publish-subscribe information system when a certain
frame event is triggered. Moreover, applications can access
the statistics at different granularity including frame, flow,
MVAP, user, OpenFlow and network slice.

3) ADMIN PROXY
The admin proxy provides a set of open programmable inter-
faces for system administrators, who thus can create multiple
independent network slices, and inject their own routing or
scheduling algorithms into network slices. The admin proxy
allows administrator to exert the network control, e.g., load
balancing, troubleshooting, and supports test run evaluation
from injecting customized routing, flow assignment or migra-
tion algorithm into MP-SDWN core module. In addition,
the performance of customized algorithm can be observed
through the performance monitoring module.

B. NETWORK SLICING AND ISOLATION WITH MVAP
The proposed MP-SDWN provides network slicing to sup-
port multiple virtual WLAN running on top of the same
physical infrastructure with different policies and control

applications. In WLAN systems, a virtual network with a
specific set of service set identifiers (SSIDs), which are inde-
pendent of physical devices and can be deployed on one or
more access points as needed. Fig. 2 (a) illustrates how virtual
networks are slicing on top of MVAPs. A virtual network is
defined as a set of physical resources and logical policies.
The former includes a set of physical access points (or a
set of resource requirements, such as SSIDs, throughput,
etc.), users and a number of virtual switches to construct
the virtual network. The latter contains how to manage and
control the virtual network (network application provided by
the Controller, such as mobility management, load balance,
flow control, etc.) to serve the users, which are implemented
through the admin proxy interface.

Furthermore, the corresponding network slice to the vir-
tual network is maintained on the AP Daemon with a set
of MVAPs, which are isolated through various independent
groupings. When a user tries to join a particular SSID, the
Controller chooses the best from the access point resource of
the virtual network to serve the user according to its signal
strength captured on multiple physical access points, and
the user is automatically allocated with MVAP resource and
assigned to the slice which the SSID belongs to. Network
applications of this slice can only manage the users in their
own virtual network through the isolation provided both on
the Controller and its corresponding slice running in the
AP Daemons. As network applications do not have visibility
of MVAPs outside their slice, we thus achieve control logic
isolation between virtual networks.

C. USER ASSOCIATION TO MULTIPLE APs WITH MVAP
In traditional WLAN systems, users need to be associated
with a physical access point before transmitting data frames.
The first step of the association is the discovery process,
that is, a user actively sends probe request to scan for access
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FIGURE 2. Multi-connection virtual access point (MVAP). (a) Network slicing and isolation for virtual WLAN with MVAP. (b) Wireless frame
processing with MVAP.

points, or passively learns the beacon frames generated from
access points. After getting the probe response messages, the
user then decides which access point to associate with. When
the user has made the choice, the association is established
between the user’s MAC address and the Basic Service Set
ID (BSSID) of the access point. The BSSID of an access point
is a MAC address of the access point’s wireless interface and
is different from the service set ID (SSID) of the network.
However, in MP-SDWN system, each user can receive a
unique BSSID to connect to, essentially making them user-
specific access points and the user performs migration with-
out need of re-association in our system. Fig. 2 (b) illustrates
the process of handling a user’s association using MVAP.

When a probe request is captured on an access point,
AP Daemon checks whether theMVAP of this user is running
on this access point; if true, the association is successful; if
not, an association event is triggered and sent to the Con-
troller. When receiving the association event, the Controller
checks whether the user has the information of MVAP again.
If not, it means that the user is a new one, the authentication is
triggered for the user, once the user is validated, the Controller
will create a new MVAP for the user and return a label to
the relevant physical access points. If true, it means that the
user has already accessed. Then, for new user, the Controller
updates the status of MVAP and sends it back to the user with
a probe response as instructed by APDaemon, and afterwards
the user completes the association handshake with its MVAP.
At the same time, the Controller selects a set of access points
which can serve for this user to construct the access point
cluster, and keeps the MVAP running on all of them. As a
result, a set of selected physical access points host a unique
MVAP for this connected user, and the BSSID of the MVAP
is computed from the user’s MAC address and a hash value
from the authentication. At last, the Controller assigns an
IP address to the user, and adds it to the ISP’s network slice.

D. MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION SUPPORTED WITH MVAP
To maximize the power of multiple paths, flows from a user
are transmitted distributed on multipath over a set of physical
access points simultaneously, which is shown in Fig. 3.

1) UPLINK WORKFLOW
The uplink workflow of multipath transmission is illustrated
in Fig. 3 (a). Since AP1, AP2 and AP3 are working on the
same channel, the wireless frames of the eight flows sent
from the user to two servers can be received on all of them.
To improve the transmission efficiency, we maintain MVAP
with flow table running on each access point to control the
flow forwarding. Based on the flowmatching according to the
flow table, the eight flows can be assigned to and transmitted
through different APs (flow1 and flow4 are transmitted by
AP1, flow2, flow3, flow7 and flow8 by AP2, and flow5 and
flow6 by AP3), therefore, the three transmission paths are
employed to accelerate user data transmission dramatically.

2) DOWNLINK WORKFLOW
The downlink workflow of multipath transmission is illus-
trated in Fig. 3 (b). When packets of the flows are send-
ing back from the two servers, we use Openflow switch
to forward the packets distributed to the three APs. Based
on the flow matching, the eight flows can be assigned and
transmitted to the right APs (flow1 and flow4 are forwarded
by AP1, flow2, flow3, flow7 and flow8 by AP2, and flow5
and flow6 by AP3). In addition, according to the STA_INFO
maintained on these APs, APs transform the corresponding
packets of flows to wireless frames and send them to the user
independently.

Moreover, based on the centralized architecture, both the
flow tables running on APs and Openflow switch are con-
trolled and updated by the Controller to ensure the coherence
of flow transmission in our system.
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FIGURE 3. The principle of multipath transmission for user. (a) The uplink workflow of multipath transmission. (b) The downlink workflow of
multipath transmission.

E. SECURITY WITH MVAP
For safeguarding the large number of users accessing in
MP-SDWN system, we provide two security mechanisms
based on MVAP to protect the users.

1) AUTHENTICATION
WPA2 is the standard for authentication in WiFi networks
(defined by IEEE 802.11i). TheWPA2 Enterprise is designed
for enterprise networks and requires a radius authentication
server and more complicated setup, but provides additional
security (e.g., protection against dictionary attacks on short
passwords). For a user, the Controller acts as an authenti-
cation proxy to negotiate a session key with authentication
server and to add it to the user’s MVAP to maintain the state.
The popular web authentication type is also supported, and
AP Daemon controls the request redirection from a new user;
after the authentication, the session state of the user is also
stored in MVAP to maintain the connection.

2) DETECTION AND CONTROL
Based on the network slicing and isolation, users from differ-
ent virtual networks are restricted in their own slices, which
may be useful to regular users. However for sophisticated
attackers, they may imitate legal user’s MAC address to trick
the system to unauthorized access to the virtual resource
or attack some target not belonging to their own virtual
networks. An effective way is to verify the user’s device
information against its MAC address, so a HTTP protocol
analysis method is employed in MVAP to detect the flows
which are originated from the cheater, and to update the rules
of the flow table in MVAP to block the cheater as quickly

as possible. Furthermore, an optional way is installing an app
or plugin in mobile device to generate the encrypted heartbeat
message periodically to verify the MVAP of this user, but this
may not be feasible to be implemented in all mobile devices.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
A. CONTROLLER
The Controller is implemented as an extension to Floodlight
OpenFlow controller, which allows us to use OpenFlow for
specific functionality. The high-level architecture of the Con-
troller is depicted in Fig. 4. The Controller is consisted of
four modules and three databases. The core module is the
management module, which controls the system components
to provide services and interfaces for both users and man-
ager, including resource allocation, MVAP control, monitor-
ing, etc.Configuration module provides the interface to set up
the virtual network, user service QoE and access point device
for different managers. Event module and message module
undertake communications with distributed AP Daemons in
MP-SDWN. Event module is used to receive requests, status
reports and monitoring data from AP Daemons while the
message module is to dispatch the command, configuration
and services to AP Daemons. The database modules are
used to store the configuration parameters, different grained
resources and monitoring data separately.

The Controller performs three main roles, that is, to set up
and configure the virtual network resources from the users
to the access point devices, to host wired and wireless infras-
tructure for network resource allocation and management and
to provide programmable interfaces to reconstruct the virtual
network and redefine its core functions.
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FIGURE 4. Schematic of Controller.

1) CONFIGURATION
The configuration module handles the configure requests
from the manager to set up both the physical and virtual
resources, including virtual network (SSID, network scale,
policy, MVAP, etc.), user service (MVAP, flow transmis-
sion rule for applications, and QoS such as throughput,
latency, etc.), access point device (channel, power, policy,
slicing, etc.). Two persistent databases are used to maintain
record of the status, attributes, capabilities and configuration
of both physical and virtual resources. The resource database
is a Mysql database which contains all the resource attributes
(virtual network, access point, user, etc.) in MP-SDWN and
relationships between resources. The configuration database
stores full slicing configuration for each manager to manage
its virtual network. Finally, all the configurations are pack-
aged and dispatched to the corresponding AP Daemons by
the message module.

2) NETWORK MANAGEMENT
The management module is to perform various wire-
less network management functionalities, including, e.g.,
user access, authentication, dynamic resource allocation,
MVAP control, system monitoring, mobility management,
dynamic reconfiguration of the virtualized network and cus-
tomized plugin management. Through the event module, the
running status on AP Daemons and changes of users can be
reported to the Controller immediately, and these running
status data are stored in status database for decision-making
and performance analysis. At the same time, if the running
process needs to be controlled, the command or the response
message will be triggered and dispatched to the correspond-
ing AP Daemons by the message module.

3) NETWORK PROGRAMMABILITIES
The admin proxy is implemented as a set of programmable
interfaces exposed to network manager or network

FIGURE 5. Schematic of AP Daemon.

applications, and both synchronous and asynchronous com-
munication types are supported by the Controller. Based on
the plugin management function, the customized routing or
scheduling algorithms from network manager can be inserted
and run within its virtual slice, while executed, send the
request message to the Controller and get the corresponding
action performed immediately. The network applications can
share network control, such as load balancing, troubleshoot-
ing and handover through asynchronous communication API
which is written as a publish-subscribe model. The publisher
is taken by the Controller, whereas the application acts as
the subscriber. The Controller offers a set of events and
parameters to which the application can register. When an
event takes place, the message will be triggered and reported
to the application through the hook function.

B. AP DAEMON
AP Daemon is the local virtualization agent residing on the
physical resource, which takes over both the wired and wire-
less network devices on the physical access point devices
and virtualizes high-level wireless functions of 802.11 MAC
protocol for different network slices. On AP Daemons,
OpenvSwitch is employed to manage the flow table to con-
trol the wired backhaul and Click modular router to pro-
cess the wireless management frames, while the data-path
is preserved in the kernel space. The implementation of
AP Daemon is depicted in Fig. 5. AP Daemon is developed
in C and consisted of three modules running across in Linux
user and kernel spaces in OpenWRT system. Frame module
and MVAP module are running in the kernel space. Frame
module identifies the wireless frames and forwards them to
different processing module, e.g., management frame is sent
to user association module for verification and association,
control and data frames are sent to MVAP module for trans-
mission.MVAPmodule controls theMVAP and schedules the
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resources for users with wired and wireless transmissions.
Management module works in the user space for verifying
new user requirement, controlling network slice and MVAP,
executing the command from Controller and reporting the
network status.

AP Daemon performs three main roles, that is, to verify
and maintain the user, to control and dispatch flows from
a user onto multipath and to provide flow-level wireless
transmission control for user’s different applications.

1) USER ASSOCIATION
To process the user request more efficiently, we keep the
management frame forwarding from kernel space to user
space through netlink interface, and transplant the function
of hostapd into click to deal with user request. If it’s a new
user, the information is sent to the Controller to verify access
authentication, otherwise, the request is to be dropped. After
that, the response message can be returned quickly; if the
user is accepted,MVAPmodule allocates the virtual resources
to this user, including MVAP, flow table, and STA_INFO.
To guarantee the wireless rate for each user, we employ the
same STA_INFO structure as in mac80211 subsystem, and
update the transmission rate from the control frame by the
minstrel algorithm [34]. To maintain the user’s connection,
each MVAP needs to unicast beacon frame to its correspond-
ing user periodically. However, since theMVAP is running on
multiple AP Daemons for supporting multipath transmission,
only the main access point selected by Controller can unicast
beacon frame to the user. Furthermore, to reduce the over-
head of per-user beacon generation, we increase the beacon
interval.

2) MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
To speed up the packet forwarding, we execute the data
frame processing in the kernel space. Based on the flow
table of MVAP implemented in multiple AP Daemons, the
flows from a user can be assigned to and transmitted over
multiple access points simultaneously. After flow matching
with the packet forwarding table, the flows are submitted to
dev_queue_xmit() function to be sent to the wired network
NIC driver directly. The flow table is controlled and updated
by the Controller. When the status changes, such as delete
event, shift event and migration event, etc., the Controller
will be triggered to recalculate and populate new configu-
ration. Despite different applications in different conditions,
the performance of multiple path transmission must depend
on the efficiency of the flow assignment algorithm. Through
the data frames from a user are received over multiple access
points, only the main AP Daemon is permitted to generate
ACKs to meet the IEEE 802.11 requirement. ACK frame
generation is handled in hardware by the WiFi device due
to their strict timing constraint. Based on the custom BSSID
mask mechanism which is supported by Atheros WiFi driver,
we implement a BSSID mask to get the common bits of all
the BSSIDs being hosted in this access point device.

3) WIRELESS TRANSMISSION CONTROL IN FLOW-LEVEL
The fine-grained wireless service differentiation and trans-
mission control are achieved by matching rules with wireless
flow transmission rules (WFTR) within the wireless access
points, which produce relevant actions, e.g., assigning fixed
or packet transmission settings. When the 802.3 frames are
captured from __netif_receive_skb() function, the wireless
transmission parameters are set according to the rules in
WFTR table, including transmission rate, power, retransmis-
sion and RTC/CTS strategy, and written into STA_INFO
structure for each flow to support flow-level wireless trans-
mission control for different applications from the same user.

V. USE CASES AND NETWORK SERVICES
MVAP simplifies the complexity of IEEE 802.11 stack by
moving the operation of protocol stack into application layer,
facilitates easy handling and migration of per-user state cross
different physical access points, and provides unified slicing
of both the wired and wireless portions of network, which
allows network manager to meet the specific requirements
of wireless networks. In this section, we present the typical
use cases and discuss the realization of major useful network
services enabled by MP-SDWN architecture.

A. USE CASES
MP-SDWN is designed to provide seamless access, high
performance and differentiated network services for each user
in the dense deployment scenarios.

1) MOBILITY AND MIGRATION
Based on the virtualization of 802.11 MAC protocol,
MP-SDWN supports seamless mobility and dynamic
resource management for each user. As illustrated in
Fig. 6 (a), when more connections are maintained simul-
taneously for a user over a set of physical access points,
the multipath can be applied to improve the stability and
effectiveness of the user’smigration. During the handover, the
changes in wireless signal strength on nearby access points
are captured, then a migration event will be triggered by
access points, and finally, the controller will update user’s
flow assignment on the associated access points, according to
the status of mobility and performance demand from the user.

2) MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
Based on the multiple connections established over a set of
selected access points, MP-SDWN provides multipath trans-
mission to improve the network performance for each user.
As illustrated in Fig. 6 (b), when a user roams around the
wireless signal overlap area under a set of adjacent physi-
cal access points, MP-SDWN creates a MVAP for the user,
to establish the multiple connections on a set of adjacent
physical access points simultaneously. Based on the MVAP
mechanism, all the traffic from the user can be assigned and
transmitted simultaneously over the multiple paths at flow-
level, which can improve the throughput obviously.
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FIGURE 6. The typical use cases based on MP-SDWN. (a) Mobility and
migration. A user can be migrated seamlessly as the MVAP works on the
two APs simultaneously during the handover. (b) Multipath transmission.
When a user stays in the wireless signals overlap area under a set of APs,
multiple transmission paths are supported based on the multiple
connections that are established on the set of physical APs. (c) Flow-level
transmission control. Manager can set specific wireless transmission
rules for per-flow to each user through the Controller.

3) FLOW-LEVEL TRANSMISSION CONTROL
Through maintaining the WFTR table in the mac80211 sub-
system, MP-SDWN supports flow-level wireless transmis-
sion control for different applications from the same user.
As illustrated in Fig. 6 (c), with the aid of the admin proxy,
network administrator can use the WFTR table to set the
wireless transmission parameters, such as transmission rate,
power, retransmission and RTC/CTS (Request to Send / Clear
to Send) strategy, to per-packet for different flows.

B. NETWORK SERVICES
Based on the programmable interfaces of the admin proxy in
the proposed MP-SDWN architecture, managers can realize
applications corresponding to the use cases. We have realized
three typical network services as follows.

1) LOAD BALANCE
The implementation of load-balancing in a WLAN will ben-
efit the throughput improvement for users in term of two cri-
teria of resource scheduling. One is the airtime unfairness.
Consider the scenario where multiple users are connected to
one access point and share the same channel. If only one
of the users is uploading traffic while other users are all
downloading data, since the uplink time almost equals to the
downlink time and the download throughput is shared by
multiple users, this results in the airtime unfairness among the
users. The other criterion is the effectiveness of bandwidth.
Consider the scenario where there are a large number of users
and a set of adjacent APs, and most of the users are connected
to one access point with high signal strength while the other
two access points serve very fewer users. Since all traffic
is transmitted by the access point with high signal strength,
more users have to share bandwidth with competitors than
those connected to other access points. This leads to the
ineffective of access point’s bandwidth. The load balancing
application queries the system about the resource usage peri-
odically, including running status of users, the connection
between users and access points with their corresponding
RSSI (received signal strength indicator) values, and the
access point load.

2) FLOW-LEVEL WIRELESS TRANSMISSION CONTROL
By applying the flow rules to packet forwarding, the differ-
entiated services of different applications from a user can be
supported in middleboxes. However, in the centralized flow
control model it is difficult to achieve fine-grained control
due to the formidable burden of packet matching. By taking
the advantage of the WFTR’s running on distributed AP Dae-
mons, the wireless transmission rate of flows can be set to
different values for different applications. For delay-sensitive
applications, such as voice call and online game, setting high
transmission rate can perserve high quality service for users;
on the other hand, for delay tolerant applications, such as file
download, the transmission rate can be reduced. This use case
scheme can provide differentiated services at flow level for
different applications.

3) ENERGY EFFICIENCY
A large number of WLANs have been deployed in enter-
prises, campuses and public areas to provide high-speed Inter-
net connectivity. These WLANs typically consist of dense
access points to assure enough capacity to meet users demand
during the peak period. Meanwhile, it incurs severe energy
wastage during low-utilization periods. To improve energy
efficiency of dense WLANs, the most effective method is
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FIGURE 7. The testbed of MP-SDWN system.

to turn off/on the access points according to the changes of
capacity requirements from users. However, the effectiveness
of these methods heavily depends on the real-time status
between users and access points and the resource schedul-
ing strategy. To implement the energy efficiency application,
we have realized the Controller to provide real-time data from
status database to establish a comprehensive relation matrix
between users and access points (including signal strength,
throughput and load of access points). Then, while network
coverage and user QoE are guaranteed, the low-load access
points are selected to sleep. Lastly, the Controller offloads
users to other access points, and turns off the selected access
points to save energy.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The main benefit of MP-SDWN is its flexibility and the
potential performance improvement with MVAP. In this
section, we implement the MP-SDWN on a testbed extended
from Odin2 to evaluate the performance improvement of our
MP-SDWN system against standard WiFi and other SDWN
systems. First we demonstrate the performance improvement
in handover, then, we quantify benchmark efficiency of the
multipath transmission concept, and lastly, we show the effect
of wireless transmission control at flow-level for different
applications.

A. TESTBED
MP-SDWN has been implemented in a real network testbed
deployed on the third floor of YiFu building on campus.
As depicted in Fig. 7, the testbed consists of 20 IEEE 802.11n
enabled access points, distributed in each office room across
this floor, connected with OpenFlow switches to the Con-
troller. Furthermore, all access points are restricted to same
channel on 2.4GHz band. We have also deployed two mobile
devices, one is an android mobile phone (M2, Huawei P8),

2github.com/lalithsuresh/odin

and another is a notebook (M1, Lenovo E450); a server
(located in room 301) and a number of random mobile
devices. We have set up four observation points (OPs) to
collect the data from the Controller when the devices move
about. Moreover, we use Iperf toolkit in the mobile devices
to generate TCP/UDP flows and capture them on the server.

AP Daemon is deployed on two types of Net-
gear devices, WNDR3800 and WNDR4300, and runs
OpenWRT release 14.07 with the ath9k Linux driver, the
embeded linux version is 3.10.49, user-level click modular
router 2.0.1, and OpenvSwitch (OvS) version 2.3.90 sup-
porting OpenFlow (OF) version 1.3. MP-SDWN controller
runs Ubuntukylin-14.04 with floodlight version 1.2 on dual
4-cores CPU and 16G RAM Dell Server supported.

B. HANDOVER PERFORMANCE
With the logically centralized architecture, MP-SDWN can
schedule MVAP resources seamlessly for user migration.
To evaluate the effectiveness of handover performance,
we consider a regular WiFi as the baseline scenario.
We deploy MP-SDWN and regular WiFi systems on APC−F ,
and choose OP1 to OP2 to perform the evaluation, where the
handover will take place when the user is making a round trip.
In a regular WiFi network, handover is triggered by mobile
devicewhen its RSSI decreases to a threshold and the network
cannot manage the mobility of users.

We generate a number of TCP or UDP flows at the user
side through Iperf, and each TCP or UDP flow is limited to
a fixed speed. Fig. 8 shows the distribution of throughput
at the receiver’s side when the user is performing a round
trip handover. When the handover is triggered, both the TCP
throughput and the UDP throughput in regular WiFi suffer a
significant degradation periodically, and the user would take
2-4 seconds to re-establish the association with a new access
point, which can effectively lead to the throughput degrada-
tion. As UDP protocol is a connectionless protocol, the UDP
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FIGURE 8. Throughput at the receiver side when the user is performing a round trip handover.

FIGURE 9. Throughput improvement with multiple APs.

throughput recovers more quickly than the TCP throughput.
Furthermore, as the signal strength varies while the user mov-
ing, the TCP and UDP throughputs in regular WiFi undergo
cyclical variations. In contrast, since MVAP perfectly sup-
ports seamless handovers, the TCP or UDP throughputs is
very stable, and remains at about 30Mbps.

C. THROUGHPUT IMPROVEMENT WITH MULTIPATH
Since MVAP provides multiple paths to transmit the traf-
fic from a user, it will improve the throughput of the user
significantly, especially when a single access point cannot
provide enough bandwidth to meet the requirement from
the user. To validate the throughput improvement in the
MP-SDWN system meaningfully, we restrict the bandwidth
of each access point to 10Mbps, and use Iperf at user side
to generate multiple different TCP and UDP flows. When
the user slowly moves from observation point OP1 to OP4,
we obtain the throughput changes of the user.

As clearly shown in Fig. 9, as more transmission paths
are introduced to transmit the traffic from the user when
the number of access points increases, both the TCP and
the UDP throughputs have increased obviously. When only
one access point serves for the user, due to the bandwidth
being restricted on each access point, the TCP throughput
fluctuates around 10Mbps. Afterwards, when more access
points are employed to transmit the traffic from the user, the
TCP throughput increases obviously, which reaches around

20Mbps with two access points and around 30Mbps with
three access points supported. The same phenomenon appears
in UDP throughput, which reaches around 20Mbps with
two access points and around 30Mbps with three access
points. Since the wireless environment is unstable when the
user moves about, the throughput increases with some fluc-
tuations. Furthermore, as the mobile device is not powerful
enough, the increasing traffic will have to introduce more
packet loss to slow down the TCP and UDP throughputs.

D. IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF FLOWS
ON USER’s THROUGHPUT
As discussed above, multiple transmission paths supported
on multiple access points improve user’s throughput sig-
nificantly. But when the number of transmission paths
are fixed, is it possible to obtain more throughput with
more flows for the user? To this end, we conduct exper-
iments to analyze the impact of the number of flows on
throughput.

To simulate the real network scenario, we have deployed
a number of users to generate background traffic to increase
load on access points, which makes each access point pro-
vide limited bandwidth available for the user. We deploy the
MP-SDWN and regular WiFi systems on APA−C , and use
Iperf to generate multiple independent TCP or UDP flows
on the user at OP4 and observe the throughput variation on
the user at server side.
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FIGURE 10. Impact of the number of flow on user’s TCP and UDP throughputs.

FIGURE 11. Wireless transmission control at flow-level. (a) TCP throughput of flows on user device with different wireless settings.
(b) TCP throughput changes with wireless flow periodical re-setting (MCS = 1, 3, 6 every 20 seconds).

We employ three/six TCP and UDP flows, respectively,
to testify the impact on throughput, as shown in Fig. 10. It can
be seen that dispatching more flows onto the three access
points does not necessarily obtain higher throughput on user.
Interestingly, when the number of flows increases from 3 to 6,
the total TCP throughput decreases nearly 1Mbps, and the
throughput of each flow become uneven, for example, the
throughput of one flow is obviously smaller than others.
What is more, the total UDP throughput drops even more

and the average loss rate is from 2.26% to 3.57%, while the
throughput and loss rate of two flows are obviously lower
than others. The reason is that, in our case, there are only
three physical access points selected to serve the user, when
more flows dispatched onto one access point, wireless band-
width competitions among those flows would cause intense
conflict, worsen packet loss and lower throughput of flows.
That means we should refine the control strategy to dispatch
flows on multiple access points.
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FIGURE 12. The transmission performance comparison among AP Daemon, regular WiFi and Odin. (a) RTT between Client and Controller.
(b) UDP throughput with less than 2% loss rate. (c) TCP throughput.

E. FLOW-LEVEL WIRELESS TRANSMISSION CONTROL
Based on WFTR tables running on distributed
AP Daemons, flow-level wireless transmission control is
enabled in MP-SDWN for different applications from the
same user. To validate the effectiveness of WFTR, we gen-
erate three independent TCP flows on user mobile device
through Iperf, and configure them with different wireless
transmission rules to control the wireless frames transmission
speed. Moreover, we adjust the wireless transmission rate
periodically and observe its effect on TCP throughput.

As shown in Fig. 11 (a), since the Modulation and Coding
Scheme (MCS) of different flows are set to different val-
ues (1, 3 and 6), the wireless frames transmission rates are
restricted to different levels, which directly influences the
TCP throughput of flows. When the value of MCS is set
to 1, the wireless frame transmission rate of the flow is quite
stable, only with a small dip occurs at 100s. However, the
wireless frame transmission rate fluctuates obviously follow-
ing MCS increasing. When the value of MCS increases to 6,
the wireless frame transmission rate becomes very unstable
and suddenly drops at 62s and 108s. The reason may be
that as the fixed MCS setting removes the ability of adap-
tive rate adjustment from flows, the frame drops would lead
to sudden TCP throughput burst. As shown in Fig. 11(b),
when periodically (every 20 seconds) re-setting the values of
MCS (1, 3 and 6), the TCP throughput changes immedi-
ately without any delay. Although setting high MCS value
increases the TCP throughput, it also brings about obvious
fluctuation.

F. BENCHMARK PERFORMANCE OF AP DAEMON
To compare the data transmission performance on a single
AP using AP-Daemon, regular WiFi and Odin, respectively
we have deployed them in each case, it connects only one
client.

The RTTs between client and Controller are shown in
Fig. 12 (a). The RTT produced using regular WiFi is very
stable at 1ms, and the RTT by AP Daemon is slightly
larger and stable between 1ms and 2ms. However, the RTT
by Odin increases sharply and fluctuates between 10ms
and 20ms. To test the UDP throughput, we adjust UDP
transmission speeds to keep the loss rate below 2%. As shown

in Fig. 12 (b), the UDP throughput by regular WiFi is
much bigger than by others, with nearly 50Mbps uplink and
70Mbps downlink; the throughput by AP-Daemon is rela-
tively stable at 25Mbps in both directions; but by Odin it is
only about 10Mbps in two ways. As shown in Fig. 12 (c),
similar phenomenon is observed in TCP throughput. The
uplink and downlink throughputs by regular WiFi fluctuate
at 40Mbps and 30Mbps, the values of AP Daemon fluctu-
ate at 20Mbps and 17Mbps, and the throughputs by Odin
are smaller but stable at 5Mbps. Obviously, since wireless
network virtualization and transmission control would bring
additional frame processing tasks on to AP device, the perfor-
mance of AP Daemon is not as good as that of regular WiFi.
Moreover, in the test, the AP only is connected with one
client, the performance degradation manifests the overhead
incurred by virtualization. However, compared to Odin, as we
execute the data frame processing in kernel space to reduce
switching overhead between user space and kernel space, the
performance of AP Daemon is far better than that of Odin,
which means that our implementation of virtualization is far
more efficient than that of Odin.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
With the aim of improving the performance and enhancing
the management of wireless networks, we have put forward
a novel Multipath-transmission Supported Software Defined
Wireless Network (MP-SDWN) for WLAN systems to meet
fast increasing needs from numerous applications. The emi-
nent advantages as follows.

For high mobility and throughput, we have proposed the
concept of multi-connection virtual access point (MVAP), to
simplify the complexity of IEEE 802.11 protocol stack and to
move the operation of protocol stack into application layer.
For each user, MVAP maintains multiple connections over
a set of adjacent access points simultaneously, which can
provide multiple transmission paths to forward all flows from
the user in parallel to enhance user’s mobility and throughput.

For service differentiation, we have introduced a wireless
flow transmission rule table (WFTR) into mac80211 subsys-
tem to achieve wireless transmission control at flow-level.
Cooperation with Openflow, WFTR provides flow-level
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wireless transmission control to meet the QoS needs for
different applications on the same user.

For customized network service and management, we have
devised an admin proxy in MP-SDWN that contains a set of
programmable interfaces exposed for network administrator
to exert the network control, e.g., load balancing, QoS policy,
troubleshooting. We have prototyped three typical network
services, namely, load balancing, wireless transmission con-
trol and energy efficiency.

We have built up a real 802.11 protocol based testbed
to evaluate the proposed system, the experimentally results
show that compared to regular WiFi, MP-SDWN system
achieves seamless handover and remarkable throughput
improvement, and supports differentiated wireless transmis-
sion control at flow-level for different applications from the
same user.

Although our work is focused mainly on WLAN sys-
tems due to fact that the proof-of-concept testbed currently
only supports this technology, we believe that our proposed
MP-SDWN architecture can also be useful for
5G technologies.
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